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An examination of the major surface transportation problems currently

-‘ facing our Department of Defense. The five areas investigated do not

inc:I ude the ever prøsent managerial or economic problems of the shipping

companies themselves; but are limited to those contemporary aspects of

the Marine Industry that are having a direct effect on our nation’s

defense capabilities. The causes of the present—day decay and shrinkage

of our commercial merchant fleet is the first problem to be explored.

The recent eContainer Revolution0, and its resulting problems, is the

second area surveyed. Next , follows an examination of the current

status of the Military Sealift Command nucleus fleet, along with the

~~~ authnr ’s recorunendati .ons for an apparently necessary ship replacement

program. The ability of both our current and programmed sealift

asset s , to suppnrt their “strategic mobility” role in future conflicts,

is subsequ.ntly discussod . A’~ain the author presents his proposal s to

improve our very obvious deficiencies in this critical area. The final

problem area to be pursued, deals with the organizational, administrative

and personnel manning probl ems presently affecting the efficiency of

our Defense t.rsnspr~rtation agencies themselves. In this section, the

often nropo~ wi ~ent r a l t~ a tt o n  of t h e  t .hree Defense t .ransporiat .~ on

a p’encj es , the d.’rn ”ers of n.a~ettme efficiency st~ ndards , as the sole

criterin , in the management of these agencies, inter—service rivalry,

desire for a c!reat’tr role, and MSC officer manning problems are all
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- probed. Examples , observed during the ~~~~~~~ recently completed

MSC associated tour in Vi.et Nan, are utilized to illustrate many of the

points presented in this final section. All of the five problem areas

discussed are seriously challenging our defense readiness at the present

time, and require the immediate and thorough consideration of our high

command .
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PREFACE

During both peacetime end wartime, sealift is, and will continue

for sometime, to be our major means of transporting Defense Department

sponsored cargoes overseas.

Even thou gh the total amount of cargo being airlifted by our huge

new cargo aircraft will continue to rise, the hi gh cost of air transport

will necessarily restrict the volume of this traff ic to smaller , high

value items and/or badly needed repair parts. The great majority

(exceeding 9O~ ) of both Defen se and forei gn trade cargoes, however ,

will continue to be transported by ship.

Prior t.o the recent ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ revolution” in surface transportation,

the cost of surface transportation per ton mile was computed at l.8~t ,

(1,10) while air transportation was determined to be as high as

per ton mi le by commercial air oarrter , and 21.5� per ton mile via

Military Airli ft Command aircraft . (1:28).

Ev en in the latter stages of the Viet Ham conflict , in 1971, after

a gradual buildup of effectuality, and the development of’ huge modern

airstrips in t.he theater area , Military Airlift Command tonnage leveled

off at ~ maximum of 45,000 ton s of cargo being airlifted to Viet Nan

annually. (2) Even though this is a considerable effort , it amounts

to less than three shiploads of material , and is less than five percent

of the total tonnap ’e of material and supplies being delivered to Viet

Nan each year.

Havinci uointed out that “sealift ” is now, and will continue to be

our primary mean s of transporting defense cargo overseas for sometime

V 
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to coma, it is important to now recognize that our national capability

in this area is being seriously endangered at this time, Several

ma jor problem areas involving our sealift competency must now be faced.

It is the intention o~ this paper to discuss the seriousness of th.

problems at hand , and to offer some rudimentary ideas on pos sible

solutions to these problems.
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CHAPTER I

I. PROBL~~ NUME~R O~ E~ THE DECAY AND SHRINKAGE OF OUR MERCHAN T MARINE

FLE~~ . H
The decay and shrinkage of our Merchant Marine after each war is 

- 
—

nothing new. After the ~ivi] War the Merchant fleet was neglected in

favor of expansion of internal transport. Great Britain , by default ,

became the leader in the development of steamships. By the first

decade of’ the Twentieth Century, American Flag ships were carrying only

one tenth of the National trade. (1) In the last 50 years there have

been many occasions when the security of the Nation has been dependent 
- 

—

in large measure on the availability of a strong active U.S. Merchant

Marine. At the outbreak of World War I most of the foreign—flag

vessels , which at that time carried nearly 90~ of U.S. foreign trade ,

were withdrawn from our service. Goods piled up on our docks for lack

of ships to carry them abroad. We had to do without essential imports.

Wreip~ht rates soared .

When we became an active participant in World War I, we had to

rely on our allies to transport our army and to carry its food and

weapons. A huge and costly shipbuilding program was undertaken, but

very few ships cam e off the ways in time to be of any use befor• the

war ended, We were then 1~ ft with hundreds of ships for the most part

unsuited t o  pe~ c’et ime trades.

At the approach of World War II the situation was quite similar ,

with our fleet deteriorating in size and quality, a larg. part of our

goods being carried in foreign-flag ships. But that time we undertook

1. 



a shipbuilding program soon enough , and were able to build ships fast

- - enough to meet the tremendous demands for shipping capacity of world—

wide war.

Durin g this period of crisis, the survival of not only our allies

but of the entire free world depended upon the capacity of the American

Merchant Marine to move troops and supplies for the armies , cargoes

essential to the life of the civilian populations, and the raw mat.rials

needed for producing weapons that were all necessary to the successful

prosecution of the war.

After the war these same ships moved the supplies needed for re-

habilitation of devastated countries. Many of them were sold in the

United States and abroad to build up lost or damaged fl..ta. Oth.rs

war, placed in reserve fleets at various points throughout the United

States for u s ,  in future emergencies.

Such emergencies were not long in coming. When war broke out in

Korea in 1950 , several hundred of the reserve ships wer• sent back into

service to move troops , supplies , and equipment , and also to carry P

forei gn-aid cargoes essential to the preservation- of th. freedom of

other countries throughout the world .

When the Suez Canal was closed in 1956 , reserve fleet tankers were

withdrawn to provide the extra capacity needed for haulin g petroleum

th. long way around Africa.

Aft er the Kor ean conflict , our Merchant Fleet again began to

dwindle and many of our World War II cargo ships were again returned

to the res erve fleet..

2.



With the buildup of hostilities in South East Asia in 1965, 172

ships from the National Defense Reserve Fleet were again r.activated

and served until about mid-1970, thin th, tempo of operations began to

decrease. (2) These 172 vessels, th. cream of the reserve fleet, are

for the mostpart now completely run down , economically obsolet., and

are incapable of further reactivation. Th. remainder of our active

merchant marine, with the exception of th. newly constructed container

ships , are also of World War II vintag, and are quickly reaching the

point of required retirement. Those reserve fleet ships not reactivated

for the Viet Nan conflict are ev•n older and less suitable for anoth.r

re—activation .

The reserve fleet , and the World War II vintage active Merchant

ships, should now be considered obsolet. and can no longer be counted

on to augment our fleet in time of war. The active , United States flag,

privately owned merchant fleet currently consist s of approximately 900

ships with more than 6o~ of thes. exceeding 20 years of age. (2)

After 1972 we will be unable to provide sufficient sea].ift for even

limited war.

Of the 900 ships in the activ. U.S. flag fleet , mentioned above ,

the 470 liners in this group are being converted to oontain.r carriag.

• and the fleet will eventually consist almost of all containerships.

Th. implications of thi s “container revolution” are covered in the next

chapter.

Many reasons are to blame for the present sad state of our M.rchant

Marine. Some of these are s

3.
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(A) Labor Costs -

Many tend to place the entire blame for the condition of our

merchant marine on the high cost of American union labor, namely the

• personnel who man our ships. Thi5 is certainly a contributing factor,

however , by no means the solo or even the predominant reason. It is

true that the American laborer receives more for his effort s than his

foreign counterpart, but this for the most part reflects the higher

standard of living in our country. While it is tru. that a foreign

seaman’s wages range from 20% of an American seaman’s in Japan , to 26%

in Great Britian, and about 45% in Sweden, (3) an American seaman still

earns only $5311.67 a month (exclusive of overtime) which equates to

about $3.09 per hour, plus room and board , for a forty hour week. (4)

Considering the seain ans’ required absence from home and family, this

hourly wage is not exorbitant when compared with a New York union

electrician or carpenter who receives $8 per hour , or with New York

firemen and policemen who receive over $15,000 annually and have the

benefit of a 20 year retirement system , which the seaman lacks. The

U.S. Government recognized these differences in the standard of living

when it created operating differential subsidies in the Merchant Marine

Act of 1936, to compensate subsidi~ed shipping companies f o r  these

additional wage costs.

The seaman ’s monthly wage, quoted above, is based on a forty hour

week, however, and when a ship is underway over a weekend, the ship

owner is required to pay the seaman additional overtime pay, at a rate

of $5 per hour , for the sixteen hours of watches that a seaman stands

4.
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on a weekend. When a ship is underway on all four weekends of a month,

thi s would equate to a sixty percent overtim. premium to be paid to

each officer and seaman aboard, which is undoubtedly an unreasonable

burden for the tmsubsidl.zed shipowner to bear.

Several major strikes have occurred as a result of the American

seaman’s quest for higher wages. These strikes have effected the

status of our merchant fleet considerably. For during these often—times

long strikes, cargo is often diverted to foreign bottoms. Frequently p
the shippers of this cargo continue to ship via the foreign bottoms

after the strike is over. Thi s loss of cargo and revenue is a serious

factor contributing to the state of the industry. Since the cargo rates

of all shipping companies are standardized by shipping agreement, and

are contained in a published tariff, quality and dependability of serv—

ice are major factors in a shipper’s selection of a steamship company

to transport his goods. Perhaps an agreement by the maritime unions,

pegging their members wage rates to a sliding cost of living index,

would provide the stability required to attract back many of the lost

shipper customers and to provide continued employment for the seamen

concerned.

(B) Construction Costs of U.S. Ships

The construction- costs of U.S. Ships 1-s considerably higher than

the cost of building a similar ship overseas in Japan, In Northern

Europe, or in any of many other countries. This difference again, is

— due to the much higher wages of U.S. shipyard workers. In order to

maintain a ship construction capability in this country, however, a

.5.
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construction differential subsidy is available to defray shipowners

the difference in cost of building a ship in a U.S . shipyard and the

cost of building a similar ship in a foreign shipyard. Since this

subsidy is available, higher ship construction costs are not really

then a si gnificant reason for the present decay and shrinkage of the

- 

- merchant marine, There are undue restrictions, however, on the operator

of a subsidized vessel which will be discussed in a later section.

(C) Transfer of U.S. Flag Ships to Flags of Convenience

Many U.S. owned ships, including older cargo ships, as well as

newer forei gn built tankers have been transferred to flags of conven-

ience of several other nations , including Panama , Liberia, and Honduras.

Four hundred such ships, owned by American capital, were registered

under a friendly forei gn flag on 1 Jan . 1970. (2) Thes. ships have

been so transferred for a number of reasons, but they are mostly econom-

ic As such they are free of U.S. manning and safety standards, can

hire foreign cheaper labor, and don ’t have to pay U.S. taxes. These

vessels operate, for the most part, in a type of trade not covered by

operating differential subsidies and, without the availability of such

subsidies, are attempting to operate as economically as is possible. 
p

Since the U.S. built ships in this category are all old, and since the

newer ships are foreign built, these ships do not contribute signifi—

cantly to th. present poor state of the U.S. flag fleet.

(D) Increased Competition from Foreign Countries

- — Many new maritime nations have arisen since World War II, These

countries, such as Israel, India, Pakistan, Latin America, as weU as

6.
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f”~ 
the nationalized fleets of some older maritime nations like Argentina

and the Phillippines , now present a high level of competition to the

U.S. flag fleet . (5) The r.—entry of Germany, Japan , and Western

Europe into the world merchant marin, industry has further intensified

such competition • Russia’s government owned and operated m.rohant

- 

-. marine is also now carrying a fairly large percentage of wor ld ti-ad.

formerly carried by U.S. flag vessels.

(E) U.S. Government Policy

By far the biggest factor affecting the present condition of our

merchant marine fleet is government policy. This policy is admittedly

greatly affected by the attitude of the United States electorat. and

national priorities as the population sees them . It is true , that the

US, people are growing tired of the Viet Nan war, and are t.her.for.

less apt to support any new large Defense requested subsidy programs

at this time. Likewise, key personnel in the defense establishment

itself must be educated as to the present critical need for merchant

shipping. As mentioned earlier, our history contains many examples of

lethar~~ in this area, and its dramatic results at the begining of

almost every war in our history. At a time when each of th. armed

services’ budgets is being drastically cut , it will be difficult to

gain support for any new logistical programs, since individual service

chiefs are now greatly concerned with aquiring new major weapons

systems, re-kindling naval shipbuilding, and taking up many oth.r

- -

. 
projects that have been postponed as a result of the Viet Nan War.

The situation of the Merchant Marine fleet is far more serious

7. 
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qpp ~ now, however , than at any time since 1936, becaus. our entire reserve

fleet , used during both the Korean and Viet Nan conflicts, as well as

over 6o~ of our active merchant fleet will soon be obsolete and require

scrapping . Since relatively few new ships are being constructed , and

since most of these are of the container variety, we will soon have

almost retrog ressed to the stage we found ourselves at the beginning of

Worl d War I. As a result of our pre sent day policy of “strategic

mobility ” it is essential that we have sufficient mobility forces on

hand at the beginning of any future conflict , Once a conflict commences ,

we will not have tim. to construct ships , but will have to do the best

we can with what we have , and unless things improve , that won ’t be much .

The government could , however , greatly improve the situation of

our merchant fleet by implementing any one of a number of possibl. planes

• (1) ~~pand the MSC Nucleu s Fleet

Greatly expand the Military Sealift Command nucleus fleet to

include a sufficient number and typ. of ships to do the job. This

would almost ainotmt to a nationalized merchant marine and would face

much opposition from the merchant marine industry. It would, however,

provid, the nation a capability that we might not otherwis. possess In

a few years time, unless something is don.. Since container ships

appear t.o be a profitable concep t , the nucleu s fleet need not contain

strictly container ships , but should concentrate on break bulk ships ,

roll on/ roll off ships , heavy lift ships and any other required types

—

• 
that are no longer competitive. This would be somewhat similar in

concept to ~~~~~~ s government owned merchant fleet and would undoubt—

8.
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edly face some ideologicial opposition. Maintaining a wartime capa-

bility tn peace time would also he non—competitive and quite expensive.

(2) Update and Liberalize the Subsi~y~Laws

At the present time the Department of Defense does not contribute

one cent to the subsidy of merchant ships, yet in time of emergency, it

relies on the availability of such commercial merchant shipping to

transport the great majority of its military cargoes to the overseas

theaters,

Th. present merchant marine operating differential subsidies,

provided to subsidized shipping companies by the Maritime Administration,

an agency of the Department of Commerce, are quite restrictive on ship

operators, and as a result, many companies including all the new

container shipping companies, have chosen to remain non-subsidized,

To quali fy for such subsidy, companies must have a specified number of

sailings on a particular trade route that has been determined to be

essenti2l to the foreign trade of the United States. There are many

other restrictions for the subsidi7.ed operator which are concerned with

the manning, operation , outfitting and resupply of h is  ships. The

subsidized operators profits are also limited to l0~ of the capital he

has invested . The salaries of his top management are also quite

limited , and his books and financial records are subject to almost

continual review by government agency auditors.

With a great incre~ss in the number of ships engaged on the

—

• 
essential trade routes, from the new and vital Merchant Marines of

Japan , Germany, Russia, the N orthern European nat ions , ete , as well as

9.



the success of container operations on these same routes, the operators

of the older American subsidized vessels are having a hard time finding -

enough cargo to keep their ships even partially full. Since the number

of his sailings is regulated, he can not , and is not , making a profit.

As a result, his ships are quickly being taken out of service.

If subsidies are to work, they must be far less restrictive and

must permit American shi powners to be competitive. Subsidies must there—

fore be far more costjy than they are currently. (Between l9LI.7 and

195Z$. the actual difference between subsidizable expenses of U.S. vessels

and their foreign competitors amoun ted to $1.2 billion. Of this amount

fl87 million was recovered by excess profits rebates. (6) This amounts

to $78 million annually, a small price to pay for readiness.)

Restrictions on the number of sailings on specific trade routes

should be lifted, and the operator should be allowed to seek out cargo

wherever it might be. The subsidy should be based on the availability

of a ship in time of war, and should be partially contributed to by the

Defense DeDartment which relies on the availability of these ships

during such times. Certain safeguards must be maintained to insure that

the government’s investment is protect ed , but it need not be nearly as

restrictive as the present rules are. Competition and ingenuity should

be encouraged , rather than discouraged , and profits should not be limited.

A subsidy a f 4~er all is  an ft~ 9~ist ft by government to make the industry

competitive, and it should do just that. Defense features like gantry

cranes on container ships, to make them self—sustaining etc, can also

be included as part of any subsidy program,

~1
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Construction—Differential Subsidies

I believe that all construction differential subsidies should be

done away with . Thes. subsidies, paid to American flag shipowners who

build ships in U.S. shipya rd s, to be used in the forei gn trade of the

United States, are in existance for the purpose of assisting U.S. ship—

• yards, with their higher costs and wages, to remain competitive and to

maintain a commercial shipbuilding capability in the United States,

Since our success in any future non-nuclear conflict will depend largely

on the assets we have on hand at the beginning of any such conflict,

ample available assets will far out—weigh, any advantag, to be gained

by the meager shipbuilding capability we might maintain by means of

considerable construction subsidies, Monies saved by elimination of

this subsidy can be put toward more favorable operating differential

subsidies, In the event of an increase in world tensions, indicating

the probability of a major conflict which mi ght require the construction

of additional ships , we can again attempt to build up our shipbuilding

industry as we did i~ early World War I. The yards themselves should

be kept in “mothball” typ. condition, at government expense. Ample

assets on hand at the commencement of a major conflict, however, would

he the key to our logistical success, New construction should only

serve to replace ships lost due to attrition. Naval shipyard super-

visory personnel, as well as friendly forei~ n shipbuilding personnel,

however , would be ri~~iired to assi st in the re—establishment of our

commerci al shipbuilding capability.

II.
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New ships should presently be competitively aoquired by ship

• owners from the cheapest friendly forei~~ country, and operatin g

differential subsidies should likewis, be made available to these

• forei gn built ships. A good percentage of the Russian Merchan t Marine

has been built in countries other than Russia , and they are fin.

vessels,

There would be an outward “flow of gold” by having our merchant

ships built in foreign yards, but this would soon be counterbalanced

by the reverse flow of gold resulting from having muoh more of our

imports and exports carried in U.S. flag ships. E~ctensive studies on

the “Balance of Payments and the U.S. Merchant Marine” have been con-

ducted by Harbridge House m e , for the Committee of American Steam-

ship lines. Between 1957 and 1966, slow years for our then small

merchant marine, the revenues obtained by U.S. flag merchant marine

ships contributed $7.3 billion dollars toward our balance of payments. ( 7)

You can buy many merchant ships for $7.3 billion dollars

(3) 1~~act More Jl avoreble Legislation for our Merchant Marine

The Cargo Preference Act (8) requires that at least half of

U.S. Government financed cargoes must be transported in privately

owned U S ,  flag ships. These restrictions apply solely to goods

purchased with Government Aid and do not apply to purely commercial 1]

transactions. This am ovnts to about l0~ of our countries’ exports,

and l,3~ of our imports, This is a substantial share of our U.S. cargo

liners business and makes up 66~ of all outbound cargo carried by U.S.

tramp ships . (9)

12.
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I believe this law should be changed to include l00~ of defense

• sponsored and aid, cargo , if sufficient shipping is readily available.

It is understandable that foreign governments might object to favorable

treatment of our own merchant marine for commercial transactions, and

could retaliate in kind . But it is not likely that they could voice

too loud an objection to our governments using U.S. bottoms solely, to

distribute free aide and defense materials.

(4) Place Less Reliance on the NATO Shipping Pool

Many of our State and Defense Department key personnel are

presently accepting the present state of our merchant marine, believin g

that our NATO allies will provide any required shipping in a time of

need.

I contend that in the event of major war these vessels, currently

under the operational control of their own nations, and continuously

scattered about the globe, would take several months to be reassembled,

placed in a NATO pool, and before they would be made available for our

needs. A major war, however, would be required to implement this

system and no such ships would be available to assist us in a “bru sh-

fire”, one—country wars, or in a conflict like the Viet Nam war, which

has proven to be so unpopular with our allies.

(5)  Encourage Ingenuity and Improvisation

As pointed out earlier, the United States, with its’ high

standard of living, can not compete with the Japanese or other lower

wage earning countries in projects requiring a high number of man

hours of labor, The recent success of our country has a3.ways been

13. 
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in the field of innovation, invention, improvisation, and the creation

of labor savings devices that create situations which make us very much

competitive with the lower salaried, higher manpower nations, To attempt

- - to compete in high manpower areas discounts, or even ignores, the

lessons of history.

In the area of steamship operations, the recent advent of the

container ship by U.S. innovators, has resulted in su ch vast savings

in stevedoring man hours and ship turn-around times, that it has

revolutionized the industry. (A separate chapter on this subject is

contained in this paper.) Further improvisations in the shipbuilding

line like the “Lash” and “Sea BeeN vessels hold promise of great

success. Many other such improvisations are possible in the near

future, and such research and development should be encouraged and

subsidized by the govervu~’ent.

Developments such as fully automated en~1ne rooms, su1~miarine

tankers, air cushion vehicles, hydrofoils, catamarans and inexpensive

nuclear power, are all, possibilities of future break—throughs in the

industry. We should be encoura~ring research and development in these

areas.
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CHAPrER J2

PRORLJ~}I #2 i THE C(~TTAIN ER R~ VOLUTION IN SURFACE TRANSPORTATION

• After h aving just devoted an entire chapter to the decay and

shrinkage of our merchant marine fleet, it is necessary to now spend

some time on one very positive and favorable development in th. fleet,

that has come about in th. last several yearss the advent of the

intermoda]. container ship.

In 1957, Se~ Land Service m c ,  introduced three C-2 cargo ships

converted to carry 226 containers in Atlantic and coastwise shipping. (1)

It took about ten years for containerships to prove their value, and

in 1967, the first keel-up containerships were constructed. Sinc, that

time container ships have rapidly b.en replacing traditional break—bulk

~~~ ships in the U.S. Merchant Marine, and are currently contributing to

the United States’ regaining a more competitive position in ocean trade.

U.S. industry has invested several billion dollars in container facil-

ities thus far, including terminals, equipment and containerahips.

American companies have led the container revolution and foreign ship

owners have been forced to follow suit, At the present time there are

approximately 120 container ships and ~46O break-bulk ships in the U.S.

Merchant Marine , By 19R 0, the fleet is expected to number 220 container

ships and 190 break—hulk ships. (2) Although there will be fewer ships

availabl e i~ 19A0 , the total U .S. Merchant Marin e sealift capability,

in tonnage , will, be about the same because the ships will be more

productive.
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The container concept, in brief, consist s of an integrated

transportation system based on ;all cargo being stuff ed into containers

at a point of ori gin and delivered to shipside by a combination of rail

and truck transport. The ships then become indespensible links in the

chain, and are specifically designed to carry the containers, Upon

arrival at the port of discharge, the containers are again loaded on

truck trailers and/or railroad cars for final delivery to their inland

points of destination. Because of the reduced amount of handling the

cargo receives , and due to other factors like less opportunity for

pilferage and loss, as well as reduction in packaging requirements, the

overall cost of such transport can be considerably less than by standard

break—bulk transport. The principle advantage of container operations

to the operator, is the reduced turnaround time of vessels in port ,

together with lower handling cost. One estimate made in the Port of

New York determined that 600 man hours were req uired to load 10000 tons

of containerized cargo, compared with 11000 man hours for the same

quantity of break—bulk cargo. (3) Ship loading and unloading time has P

been cut from as much as l11 days to as little as 2Z4 hours. This result s

in savings in the cost of handling the cargo and also in lower operating

costs for the ship itself .

So much for a brief history of containerization and the basic facts

concerning this concept. There are many problem areas that should be

causing concern amon g Defense transportation officials , however , that

have arisen as a result of this program. Some of these wili now be

discus ~edt
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(a ) A Great Number of Containerships are not, and will not be,

Self—sustaining

• For economical reasons many containership operators prefer shore

gantry cranes to installed shipboard cranes for the loading and dis-

charge of containers. These shore based cranes are about twice as fast

as shipboard cranes and their reliability is not effected by sea spray

and/or heavy weather that might be experienced during a voyage. Since

containerships during peacetime usually operate on a fixed schedule

between specific point s, it is an economical matter for the operator to

have shoreside gantry cranes installed at each of his ships’ ports of

call. The inclusion of an additional shipboard crane is not desirable

for most such operators because of the space and weight of the required

• installation, which would cut down on cargo carrying capacity.

Projection s of the containership fleet for 1973 indicate that

approximately 5O~ of the fleet will be non self—sustaining. (Li’)

Since th. merchant fleet is being reduced in size, due to the

higher productivity of containerships , it is of prime import anc. to the

Department of Defense that over 50’~ of these containerships will not

have the capability of discharging their cargo in undeveloped areas

where shoreside cranes are not available, or during war time in the

larger ports , if the shore side cranes have been destroyed by enemy

action ,

The remedy for this problem mi ght include i (1) Subsidizing the

cost of installation of shipboard cranes aboard all container ships
• 

- 
(or even just the basic deck rails etc. for the installation) and

17.
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reimbursing the operator for any revenue lost as a result of the -

- - commercial inconvenience of such an installation. (2) By DOD construc—

ting, and holding in reserve, either floating gantry cranes and/or the

components for shore side gantry cranes to be quickly assembled and

installed in a theater area in the event of future hostilities,

(b) The Greater Significance of a Containership Loss

Since the number of vessels in the merchant fleet is being reduced,

due to the greater productivity of containerships , the war loss of a

container shi p will be even more significant than the loss of an

ordinary merchant ship during previous conflicts,

(c) Requirement for Fre-positioned Drayage in the Theater Area

Before the Containers can be Removed From the Terminal Area

Since containers range up to forty feet in length, with gross

ft
~ 

weights of up to 67000 lbs., it will be necessary to have adequate

chassi s, tractors and/or heavy lift helicopters in the theater area to

clear the terminal area of the up to 65Li’ such containers that one

container ship might deliver, p

Lack of Standardization in Containers

Even thou gh only Sea Land Service containerships and cont ainers

were utilized in Viet Nam, the faet remains that seven different size

containers and 37 different lifting and tie down devices are currently

in use by various cont.a±ner carriers, ( 5)

With the great advantages in strategic mobility available to DOD

by the acquisition , s tuffing and pre—positioning of containers to fill

the needs of various types of operations , it wi ll, be most important for

18,
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DOD to utilize a size container that can either fit, or be easily

adapt ed to fit , the majority of U.S. commercial ships that will be

available in event of war.

The International Standards Organization, of which the United

States is a member, has adopted an 8’ X 8’ container of various lengths

as its’ standard size container, and the Am en can Standards Institute

hes accepted 8’ X 8’ X 10’, X 20’, X 30’, and X 40’ as its’ standard

• size containers, Neither Sea Land Service Inc. nor Matson Navigation

Company, however, the United States two largest conta iner carriers,

utilizes any of these size containers. Perhaps an announcement by

DOD that after 1980 only carriers capable of carrying standard size

containers will be utilized for DOD cargoes is what is needed to

correct this probl em .

(d) ITuch Container Cargo is Still Being Stuffed into the Containers

at the Ship’s Loading Port

A significant part of the shippers’ savings in using containers

is to be gained by the reduction ~n “handling” the cargo receives.

~.lhen the cargo is handled in the normal manner until it arrives at

the loading port, no significant savings can be realized, As a matter

of fact , stuffing odd size cargo, with a poor stowage faotor, into a

container by hi gh cost stevedores, may be actually far more expensive

than shipment by normal. break-hulk methods. The savings in stevedoring

man—hours by utilizing containers in the intermodal method is well

realized by longshoremen, however, and their recent union demands that

all containers be stuffed by union longshoremen, must be modified it

S
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the advantages of containerization are to be retained .

• (e) Over Reliance, P~iphasis and Utilization of Containers

This next section on containerization is derived , for the most—

part, from the experience and observations of the author as Officer

in charge of MSC T1nits at Qui Nhon and Cam Ranh Bay in the Republic

- 
- of Viet Nam during 1969 and 1970.

Most authorities agree that between 50 and 60 percent of all DOD

cargo, used to resupply a unit engaged in combat, is suitable for ship-.

ment in containers, (Th e original influx including heavy equipment ,

trucks, artiflary etc. is usually not so suited and must be shipped in

either break-bulk or aboard Roll orafRoll off ships.) The other 40 to

50 percent of re—supply material consists of outsize objects or is of

such a nature as to be unsuitable for container stowage.

The container shippin g companies however, in their quest for

greater revenues and prof its , will try to encourage shippers to use

containers for just about any type cargo. Since there was a ship

shortage at the time Sea Land Service Inc. - introduced container

operations into the Viet Nan theater , and since there was a great deal

of tonnage capacity on board the ships made available, the Services

started shipping many items by container that could not otherwi se be

economically justified, Priorities may have warrented MTMTS acceptance

of these shipment s , but if so, they were in many cases false priorities,

Example of such abuses included the shipment of palletised cement in

- - containers, and in one case the shipment of empty CONEX boxes in a

container. Often times retrograde junk cargo was shipped in containers

20.
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at rates well above th e value of the cargo itself.

In one experiment , conducted during the author’s tour in Viet

Nan , and for which he received a letter of commendation from the

Connuanding General of the Cain Ranh Bay Support Command for his

assistance in the project, the Army shipped an entire shipload of

ammunition into Viet Nan by container. This ammunition loaded at Port

chicago, was discharged at Cain Ranh Bay in January 1970. Since there

were no gantry cranes located at either Port chicago or at the 3
ammunition pier at Cam Ranh Bay, a special self—sustained container

ship was used for the test. The 226 containers were all discharged at

Cain Ranh Bay. Some was then trucked directly to the amino depot at Cam

Ranh , some was moved by truck convoy 158 miles to Ban Me Thuot , and

some containers were loaded aboard a lighter at Cam Rarth Bay and towed

to Qui Nhon .

The Army , and later the Joint Logistics Revi ew Board , hailed the

test as a gr.at success, and even recommended dis—establiskunent of

the amino depot at Qul Nhon in favor of continued containerized amino

shipments.

It is not believed by the author, however, that this test in any

way proved either the efficiency or the cost effectiveness of shipping

ammunition in such a manner, The carrier , Sea Land Service ~~~~~~~~~~

representative admitted to me that the rates charged for the test cargo

were non—compensatory, in hope of raising Army interest in the concept,

- 

- The carrier also waived the contract requirement for 15 day return of

empty containers, provided special materials handling equipment at each

21.



test site, and provided costly packing to prevent movement of the

palletized amino within the container, If the required and complex

materials handling equipments were to be made available at each

-
. potential container unloading site in Viet Nan, the cost would be

gigantic. (A ramp, in addition to a special type battery-powered

fork lift truck is required.) Furtherm ore, no more than two or perhaps

three pallets of ammunition could be carried in each container, To

the author, th e lesson learned was that just because something can be

carried in a container does not mean it is practical to do so,

(f) possible Ccrnnercia]. Container Ship Monopoly

As mentioned above, Sea Land Services’ representatives admitted

to th. author that some of their rates were non-compensatory in the p
hope of gaining additional Government tonnage.

In an artical in the Dec. 28, 1971, New York Times , American

E~cport—Isbrandtsen Lines was quoted as complaining to the Federal.

Maritime Cotmnissi.n that “Sealand Services had filed to carry military

cargo in the Atlantic at rates so low as te be pr.datory.” American

Export Isbrandtsen contended that Sea Land rates were designed only to

destrey the carrier ’s competition. Sea Land Services Inc. has already

had two proposals before the Federal. Maritime Commission invelving

Sea Land ’s taking over of the only ether major U.S. container operator

in the Atlantic — United States Lines, If suacesefu] in all these

attem pts, Sea Land would be left as sole U.S. flag carri.r of container

cargo in th. Atlantic. This should not be permitted.

Once Sea Land Inc. has a monopoly in U.S. container carn ag, in

22, 
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the Atlantic, and a near monopoly in the Pacific, the company would

-
. undoubtedly raise their rates. With the current reduction ci non~

container ships, the government would have litti. choic. but to pay

the hi gher rates .

Summary, Living with C.ntain.rs

Since centsin era h ave proven to be a profitable concept icr both

th. shipper and the carrier, •hipm.nt by container wili undeubtedly

continue to expand , causing container ship replacement of our antiquated

break—bulk fleet, as earlier pr.rIic~.d. Quick adaptation to the

economical utilizati on of containers is of primary importance to the

Department of Defense at this time, Several steps, that should be

taken immediately ans i

(1) Build up the break—bulk, and “roll on/roll off” capability of the

1~SC Nucleus fleet.

(2) Obtain floating cranes and lighters for use in discharging non—

self—sustaining container ships in undeveloped areas or in ports where

install ed gantry cranes may have been destroyed by enemy action,

(:3) Devise and improve a system for “heavy—lift” helicopter unloading

and movement of containers from containerships. Build several multi-

purpose/container ships , with a dedicated helicopter detachement , to

become a part of the MSC nucleus fleet.

(4) Obtain and pro—stow “one-way containers ” for immediate shipment in

the event of mobilization.

(5) Subsidize and require the installation of gantry cranes on all

future container ships,

23,



f ~ iAPT~R # 3

PROBT.~~1 ~3s THE STATUS OF THE MILITARY SEALIFT CCMNAND NU CLEUS FLEET

The mission of the ~1&1i.tary Sealift Command includes maintaining

an “ability to provide an immediate sealtft capability in support of

approved contin~’.ncy or General War plans”, and “to plan for and be

capable of expansion in time of emergency or war as necessary.” (1)

In order to carry out its’ mission , MSC controls, operates and

administers a nucleus fleet of government owned ships for the purpose

of providing ocean transportation service for the movement of personnel,

ca rgo , bulk petroleum and mail, This fleet was originally composed of

ships received from the combined fleets- of both the Army and Navy

Tran sportation Services , when MSTS was established in 1949.

Tt was decided to maintain a nucleus fleet after World War II,

since NSTS recognized the fact that private shipping services were not

geared for immediate military operations without substantial changes to

their ships as ~.iell as to their type of operations. Since private

operators might frequently find themselves unable to meet military

demands at the times and f or th, quantities and types of lift required p

the movement of military supplies could be compromised. Thus, retention

of a nucleus fleet is based on maintaining a readiness to carry out

mi.litarZr commitments and not on an ability to successfully compete

wi th the private shipping industry. As a matter of fact , the Department

of Defense has consumqted a complex agreement with t-he Secretary of

Commerce conc.-’rning method s and priorities for the awarding of DOD

24,
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cargoes and, provides for various cargo preference laws, which , in

general , protect th. rights of the commercial shipo iners concerning

the carriage of DOD sponsored cargo.

Since the basic task of the nucleus fleet is then to provide an

instant sealift capability in time of emergency, it is import ant that

this fleet be composed of the number and type of ships that would be

required until mobilization of the commercial fleet might be accom-

plished, and to be capable of supplementing these commercial vessels

with any required capabilities that still might be lacking after the

mobilization had been completed. (Note: The MSC nucleus fleet also

contains many special purpose ships for oceanography, missile tracking

etc. These non-commercial type ships are not included in these comments

concerning the nucleus fleet).

The present composition of the MSC nucleus fleet can be determined

by referring to the table on the following page. As indicated in the

table, the dry cargo ships in the nucleus fleet consist entirely of

antiquated World War II type vessels which are quickly approaching

block obsolosence, The number of these ships in service is also far

below the number required for any significant degree of r.adiness for

a major mobilization, At the beginning of the United States buildup

in Viet Nan in 1965, the MSTS dry cargo nucleun fleet oonsist.ed of

only 57 vessels, (1) The entire MSTS controlled dry cargo fleet in

-

. 
1965 contsined only 75 ships, including the 57 nucleus, 16 time
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• TABLE I

-

- - 
THE MSC NUCL~J5 FLEET (JAN. 1970)

UNDER 5—15 15—25 OVER
CLASS TOTAL 5 YEARS YEARS YEARS 25 YEARS

SHIPS OF AGE OF AGE OF AGE OLD

DRY CARGO 
-

Aircraft
Transtort s 1 1 

—

RO/RO 2 1 1

General
Break-Bulk 19 1 18

Reefer 5 5 —

LET 38 38

Coastal—
General 7 1 6

NKERS

Medium 4

Small 21 1 1 5 14

TROOP
TRANSPORTS 3 3

TOTAL 100 2 10 6 82

26,
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ft chartered , and 2 General Agency Agreement ships. The increasing

- - requirements of the Viet Nan conflict eventually required expansion

of the MSTS eontrol].d fleet to 527 vessels by 1967. (2) The nucleus

• - dry cargo fleet also grew, as a result of this expansion, reaching a

inaximi.um of 119 ships in 1967. (2) This growth was accomplished, for

the most part, by re-activating older MSC reserve fleet ships, although

several new special purpose ships including both “roll on/roll off”

and very heavy lift ships were acquired.

The gradual buildup in Viet Nan permitted the MSC nucleus fleet

to successfully serve as a “stop—gap” measure until commercial ships

could by acquired by either commercial charter or reserve fleet re—

activation. In a more rapid mobilization, however, the nucleus fleet

would have proven to be vastly inadequate, *nd th. mobilization would

ft have been delayed for lack of shipping capability. The old age and

hi gh usage rate of most of these nucleus ships throughout the Viot

Nan con flict, however, has further reduced their potential value for

any future conflicts. P

FUTURE NUCLEU S FLE!~~ C(]~POSITION

Cortainer—Shj~~~

As covered in chapter two, the concept of containersh ips has

proven t o  he economically successful and the prospects ar. good for

eventual replacement of most of our commercial break—bulk ships by

- container ships. Since there will be a high degree of capability in

• the area of containerization in our U.S. flag commercial fleet, I do

- 
- not think that MSC should spend any of its ’ limited resources in this

- 
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area. It appears now that this switch to containers by our commercial

operators, however, will create a void in the areas of commercial

break—bulk , roll on/roll off , and heavy lift capability. These are

the areas that must be concentrated on by MSC in its’ nucleus fleet

replacement program. As mentioned in the section on containerization,

— containers are a feasible method of resupplying combat troops with up

to 6o~ of their supplies and equipment. Th. original influx of cargo,

however, including tanks, tractors, chassis, aircraft, artillery,

trucks and many other outsize or heavy items are not suitable for

containers and Will require transport by either break-bulk ships, with

heavy lift capability, and/or “roll on/roll off” ships. Th. other

forty to fifty percent of cargo, not suitable for “resupply” by

container ships , will also have to be carried by br.ak-bulk and/or

roll on/roll off ships.

Tankers

A sufficient number of “Super” or eJumbos sized commercial tankers

are presently owned by U.S . companies either under U.S. flag or under

flags of convenience. Thea. super tankers are availabl, for mobiliza-

tion in event of war , and duplication of this capability is not required

in the ?4SC nucleus fleet. Very few “handy” size tankers (25000 1J~4T or

less, with drafts of under 32 feet) wifl be available after 1975,

however, and MSC should attempt acquire, by either purchase or long

term charter, a sufficient numb.r of these smaller size tank.rs.

“Very Hea!y-Lift” Shifl

The need for lighterage, tug beats and harbor craft in any theater
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area will require a “very heavy lift” capability in our U.S. flag

merchant fleet. Th. additional need for possible lighterage, gantry

cranes, floating cranes etc. to be used in conjunction with the dis—

charge of any non—self—sustained container ship in an undeveloped

theater area will also increase the requirement for a “very heavy lift”

- 

- capability . MSC already has 3 such ships under long term charter and

should attempt to acquire several more.

“Roll on/Roll off” Ships

~SC has two Ro/Ro ships in its’ nucleus fleet and two more under

charter at the present time. These four ships have proven to be in-

valuable during the Viet Nan conflict and are capable of carrying

either aircraft or general cargo when there is insufficient Ro/Ro cargo

available, Several more such ships should be acquired for the MSC

ft nucleus fleet,

Troopships

Only three transport type ships are presently included in the

active MSC nucleus fleet. All 3 transports are presently being utilized -

to carry Korean troops between South Korea and Viet Nam, Fifteen MSC

transports are presently in reserve and would require considerable

funding and time to reactivate.

Since all U.S. forces arc presently being transported between

Viet Nan and the United States by jet aircraft,, lim ited finances forced

do—activation of 15 MSC transports, which were placed in reserve.

—

. 
During this sane period, keen competition by foreign passenger liners

caused the laying up of all hut several of our commercial passenger
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ships. Thus, in a ten year period, the United States has lost an

- 

- - extremely high percentage of its’ capability to transport combat

personnel by sea.

In event of ‘future hostilities in an area where the United States

does not possess ~ir superiority, or in an undeveloped area lacking

airstrips capabl e of handling our large jet transports, we will no

longer have a capability for either simultaneously landing a large

force of troops or evacuating sizeahie groups of civilians,

Since the Joint Chiefs of Staff still include a troopship cap—

ability in their w~r plan s , Military Sealift Command should continue

to maint.ain the troopships in t.he reserve fleet, and should be budgeted

additional funds to keep these ships in a quickly re—activatable status.

Multi—Purpose Ships

Recently Military Sealift Command desi gned its ’ own proposed

Multi—Purpose ships with a cargo capacity of ~4-50OO tons. These ships

are designed with a capability for roll on/roll off or fly on/fly off

operations and for operations over the beach or throu gh underdeveloped

or damaged ports, They would also be capable of handling containers

or conventional break-bulk cargoes. These ships can take over the

missions of just about e;ch of the a~ein~ dry cargo ships presently in

the nucleus fleet , that are r~.p~dly approaching obsolesence. They

can replace reefer shins t-hrou~ h Lhe ir capability to carry reefer

containers. The~” can also carry both palletized and containerized

ammunition , doing away with the need for nucleus ammo ships. They can

of course carry general cargo and can even replace the sole, antiquated

• 30.
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~
raft transport remaining in the nucleus fleet. The construction

- - of ten Multi—Purpose ships has already been approved and is being

funded for in the current budget . A commercial ship owner . will have

these ships built in return for a guaranteed 10 year charter. These

ten ships , however, will have the capability of transporting only one

fully equipped armored division, or two airborne divisions, simultane-

ously, and many more such ships would be required to handle a major

mobilization, It is recommended that if these ships prove successful,

MSC should attempt to acquire , on a purchase arrangement, an additional

number of these vessels for inclusion in the government owned nucleus

fleet .

Lash or Sen—See Vessels

~‘inally, for increased capability in the area of intra—theater

transportation , it is recommended that several eLashe or wSea_Bee~

type barge carrying ships be acquired for the distribution of cargo at

ports throughout a war theater area. Several of those ships could have

easily replaced the 38 LST’s simultaneously employed in the Viet Narn

theater , with a + ar lower manning requirement. These ships could also —

distribute containers in undeveloped areas. With a special confi guration ,

they could be employed to deliver aircraft and/or roll on/roll ofT

car’o, Their over the beach capability will permit their use in areas

where port facilities are non—existent, Inport time, except for upkeep,

is virtually eliminated by the ships ability to drop her barges off at

-_ or near each port. This will also afford the ship a high degree of

• protection from shore batteries in unfriendly areas. The ships stern

I
-
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elevators would also permit the carriage of the largest floating craft

• including tugs and LCUs.

More will be mentioned on the ~~~~~~~~~ and “Sea-Bee” type vessels

in the chapter on “Strategic Mobility”. They are, however, a most

welcome alternative to replacement of the 38 antiquated LST’s in the

• MSC nucleus fleet,

Sumn1a_rL~

Since an MSC nucleus fleet of ships is required to provide an

instant sealift capability in time of emergency, it is important that

this fleet be composed of a sufficient number and type of ships to

accomplish this task,

The chart on page 26 clearly shows that the present MSC nucleus

fleet is antiqu~~ed and of insufficient size to render any significant

capability in the event of mobtli~ation.

In planning a replacement program for this fleet, the ample

capabilities of the U.S. flag commercial container and super tanker

fleets should not be duplicated. Resources available should be allocated

instead oni

1, Smaller tankers , drawing 32 feet or less.

2. Additional “Very Heavy Lift” ships.

3. Several more roll on/roll off ships.

4. Maintaining a higher state of readiness for our reserve fleet
troopships.

• 5. The long term chartering of 10 multi—purpose ships.

6, The acqui~ttion of 8 to 10 “Lash” or “Sea—Bee” type vessels for the

intra - theater distribution of cargo .
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PR0BLF2~ 44s THE ROLE OF SEALIFT IN SUPPORT OF THE “STRATEGI C
—

~~ MOBILITY” CONCEPT

“Strategic mobility is defined as the capability to
deploy and sustain combat ready forces anywhere in

• the world in the quantity and as rapidly as the
• operational requirement dictates. The concept of

strategic mobility envisions the rapid transport
of troops and associated supplies and equipment to
distant areas of crisis using a combination of th.
strategic movement resources of airlift and sealift,
and possibly involvin g prepositioned material stock-
piled afloat or in storage areas ashore in foreign
countries, ” (1)

President Nixon’s declaration, in the Nixon Doctrine, that the

United States would continue to militarily come to the aid of foreign

nations being subjecte~i to either insurgency or invasion, whin it was

~~~ in our national interest to do so, confirms the currency and extreme

importance of strategic mobility.

With the recent laying up of a high percentage of MSC nucleus

fleet transport ships, as well as most of our U.S. flag commercial

passenger liners, future strategic mobility will have to rely heavily

on the airlift of troops to areas in which they can be married up with

their equipments. This equipment must either be prepositioned In ~a

potential area of conflict or be hastily delivered to the area concerned,

by commercial merchant shipping and/or MSC nucleus fleet ships.

As a result of lessons learned from the Suez crisis of 1956, and

• the Korean conflict in 1950 , the need for greater strategic mobility

• became even more apparent to the Department of Defense in the early

1960’s, After consi dering many possible combinations of airlift,
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sealift , and equipment prepositionirig, the then Secretary of Defense

- - determined that the force best suited to provide the required cap—

ability, consisted of six C—SA squadrons (96 aircraft), 14 C—l4l

squadrons (224 aircraft) ,  propositioned equipment in both Europe and

the Pacific, 460 commercial general cargo ships, and 30 Fast Deploy—

- 
- -  mont Logistic Ships. (1) Since that decision was made, military

equipment has been prepositioned in both the European and the Pacific

theaters, and the Air Force has acquired most of’ the programmed air

craft, Congress, however, through budget limitations, has disapproved

construction oc’ the Fast Deployment Logist.i c Ships. The sad state of

both our commercial merchant fleet and the MSC nucleus fleet has already

bean the subject of previous chapters in this paper, Thus, while we

have acquired the required capability of strategic mobility in the

areas of prepositioned mnterial and airlift, we have neglected a vital

link in the chain — Sealift. Not only have we failed to obtain the

badly needed Fast Deployment Logistic Ships, but during this same period

a large percentage of the remainder of our merchant ships have been

allowed to further deteriorate,

Fast Deuloyment Lo2lstic Ships (P~~~

FDL shi ps , ~s planned, were to be capable of: ~rapid overseas

deployment of a tactical D~nd force’s unit equtrw’ent and supplies in

conjuction with airli ft of the force personnel” , (2) This mission was

to be qecoriplisheIl by storing embarked land force equipment, includ ing

requi red li ghterage and supplies, In a “ready to roll” condition for

periods of up to three years. These ships were to have been capable of

34,
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high ~p~ed transits between any two areas of the world. They were

- - also designed for rapid off—load of embarked equipment and supplies

in either established ports or ty means of Wnon~hostile~, over the

beach operations. All embarked equipment could be rapidly loaded in

such a manner as to maintain unit integrity. These ships would have

also been able to provide logi stical support to the personnel concerned

with the “marry-up” operations. In addition, FDL ships were to possess

a capability for carrying assembled military helicopters In a ready to

fly off condition , as well as possessing a general cargo carrying

capability. FDL ships wore to be capable of speeds of 25 knots, which

would permit their travelling with N avy Task forces , without effecting

the groups niax-irnum speed . There were many modes discussed concerning

the utilization of FDL ships , including having them fully loaded and

deployed to overseas areas, fully loaded and on “stand—by” in U.S.

ports, or even partially loaded in U S ,  ports, depending on the

politico—military situation and economic constraints of the period.

The planned force of 30 FDL ’s would have provided flexibility in

contin gency planning that is not available with the present land—based

propositioning or forward floating depot ships. For example, 12 FDL’s

would have been capable of lifting the equipment of an infantry division

along with its initial support equipment and supplies. (1) It presently

takes 33 C—5 type cargo ships to accomplish this sane lift.

The loss of the VOL ship to budget cuts has therefore severely

-
• • 

limited the ability of sealift forces to support the concept of

strategic mobility .
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Possibilities for the Future

- 

- On 22 March 1966, the then Secretary of Defense, Robert S.

T1cNartara, approved and established the office of Special Assistant

• to the Joint chiefs of Staff for Strategic Mobility. (SASM). The

mission of the SASM included the analysis, evaluation and monitoring

of all aspects of strategic movement planning and operations, with

the object of attaining an “overv iew”, whereby the identification and

solution of strategic movement problems, and the achievement of an

effective strategic movement posture, would receive optimum consider-

ation, He was also responsible for joint transportation planning,

policy, and guidance , including matters pertaining to joint and

international transportat ion operations. The SASM also headed the

Joint Transportation Boa~~. (3) (Since work on this paper commenced,

the SAS~ has been placed under the J —4 on the Joint Staff. The effect

of’ this change in the SASM’s “chain of comm and” remains to be seen,)

Prior to the institution of the office of SASM, the JcS and

Secret ary of Defense , in developing their strategic mobility programs , P

had relied on the diverse inputs of the services, the operational

commands and the transportation agencies, These inputs were correlated

and evaluated by th~ Joint Staff and the DOD staff as part of the

annual plann&rg, programming and budgeting cycle. It is in this

correlat ion M f l I I  nvqluatton process that the SA~3M should now be able to

perform ~n SnYalilAble servi ce, He is capable of providing the expert

knowl edge , objectivity and continuing interest with respect to a

balanced concert of strategic mobili ty, th at has at times been lacking
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~t the JCS—DOD level, (4)

• In seeking to determine how the office of SASM will evaluate and

compensate for the loss of the aforementioned Fast Deployment

Logistic Ships in its’ overall planning for strategic mobility, we ‘

must ask ourselves,

• 
(1) What values should a strategic mobility transportation

system seek to maximize?
(2) What kind of a transportation carrier is strategic?
(3) What kind in non-strategic?
(4) What kind is multi-purpose or uncertain ?
(5) What type or category of transportation is most *

suitable for what category or use? (5)

At present, without the FDL ships, our national strategy for

non—nuclear conflict must be limited by the availability of surface

transportation. This should not be the case. Strategy should dictate

weapons and logistical systems, not vice versa, Having to measure our

degree of response to a given situation by the amount of surface sea—

lift available is like having the “tail wag the dog”. Strategy,

however, must of course take into account limitations imposed by

available resources. A large gap always results from interplay

between strategic aspirations versus logistic capabilities, It is

only when we actually strive to improve our capabilities that our

strategic realities begin to approach our original aspirations. (6)

Mobile support involves the design and procurement of logistic

vesse1~, Since our capability in any future conflict will depend

• very much on the assets in our inventory at th. commencement of

• 

- 

conflict, it is most important that we start an intensiv, ship—

building program for the !4SC Nucleus fleet, as well as encourage

p.
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governr~ent support of some of the programs mentioned in chapter I,

that might assist in re—vitalization of our commercial U.S. flag fleet.

Specific Recommendations for the SASM in the Area of Surface Transportation

(1) Strongly support the construction of MSC’s new multi—purpose ship

as an acceptable, but not equal substitute, for the Fast Deployment

Logistics ship. The multi-purpose ship, described in the previous

chapter of this paper, will have a cargo carrying capacity of about

45,000 measurement tone, Th. peacetime opdrations of these vessels

can be controlled so that they will be readily available at the time

of an emergency. (7) They will not be pro-stowed and ready to sail,

like the FT~L ship, but with their roll on/roll off, fly on/fly off

capabilities, as well as their ability to carry both general cargo and

containers , and with their “over the beach” discharge capability, they

will be almost as flexibl e. If the cargo for a pre—planned strategic

operation is earmarked for a particular ship and then prestowed in a

warehouse along the ship’s peacetime commercial route, not too much

time would be lost by withdrawing the ship from service and loading

it with its’ strategic cargo at the first indication of an impending

conflict, Three times the number of 10 multi—purpose ships already

approved for charter, however, will be needed to attain the capability

of the 30 ships envisioned in the VOL concept. More of these ships

should he ord,r~d, as f’thances permit, if they prove to be a success.

(2) Fa-tcourage OOD sponsored subsidies for the installation of gantry

cranes on non—self sustained container ships, with an allowance to the

operator for any economic disadvantage he incurs due to a loss of cargo

- p .
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carrying capacity. Since the US. flag commercial fleet is being

quickl y reul aced by cont ainer ships, it is essential to th e concept

of strategic mobility, that these ships be self-sustaining.

(3) Insure selectivity in the amount and type of cargo being prestowed,

or loaded in containers for a possible future conflict. Non-essential

cargo results not onl y in a requirement for more ships to carry the

cargo, but in a hi g~er or~ani zation to handle the cargo at the destina-

tion port. Since more personnel are needed , more essential cargo is

needed to maintain the additional personnel. This is a primary cause

of the resulting “logistics snowball”, so wel l describod by RA~ 4 Eccies

in his book “Military Concepts and Philosophy”, (8)

(4) Commence developing tactics for the utili zation of the new “Lash”

and/or “Sea Bee” type container ships in support of intra-theater

operations requiring strategic mobility, and purchase ten- of these

ships for the MSC nucleus fleet, The capability of these ships to

discharge barges containinE all sizes and types of cargo, at or near

a harbor, without the requirement for piers or a developed port, would

yield a fantastic gain in our intra-theater seall.ft capability, This

type ship would require the presence of’ a tug or L~M pusher boat in the

theater area to handle the barges, however. Arrangements should be

made now to include a ousher boat as part of the cargo of’ any Lash or

Sea Bee type vessel proceeding to an undeveloped port of the world,

(5) Commence the acquisition and storage of equipnent needed for

terminal, operations in undeveloped areas.

Since tort capabilities must he considered before starting an

39, 
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influx of cargo into an area to prevent intolerable congestion and

delaye4 ship turn-around times, and since many of our newer ships have

limited or unique capabilities, it is essential that appropriate cargo

handling equipment be in the inventory prior to any future conflict,

These equipments must includet

(a) Pro—fabricated sections of Do Long piers ready for towing to, and

installation in, the combat theater.

(b) An inventory of fl oating cranes and lighters for handling non—

self—sustaining container ships and self—sustaining ships discharged

in the stream.

(c) Roll on/Roll off self beaching lighters to be used in conjunction

with the discharge of ships having a Ro/Ro capability.

(a) Developing a heavy lift helicopter capability for the discharge

of containers from container ships, and for the movement of containers

about a terminal area,

(e) 1
~xpansion of the MSC nucleus fleet, as outlined in the previous

chapter, to include 10 multi—purpose ships, 10 Lash/Sea Bee container

ships, and a sufficient number of “handy size” tankers.

(f) Thinally, the SASM should endeavor to have a Presidental Commission

formed to investigate the capability of the Merchant Marine to perform

its dual mission of carrying U.S. commercial cargoes and serving as

an auxiliary to the I”SC fl.eot. S~en though SASM has no authori~.y in the

area of our commercial fleot, the results of such an investigation may

be startling enough for the American public, and the Congress , to

instigate some badly needed remedial action,
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All of the above recommendations must, of course, be eventually

costed to determine their political and/or economic acceptability,

- 
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CHAPTER V

PROBL~ 4 #5s ORGANIZATIONAL , ADMINISTRATIVE AND PERSONNEL PROPL~~S
AFFECTING THE EFFICIF~ CY OF DEF~~~SE SURFA CE TRANSPORTATION

The first four chapters of’ this paper were concerned with short—

• ages of ships and/or hardware in both the commercial U.S. flag and . I
MSC nucleus fleets, This next chapter will deal with the Defense 

p

Department transportation organization itself, however, and the

administrative and personnel problems that are presently effecting

our surface transportation capability.

(A) The Centralization Fad

Ever since Secretary of Defense Wilson assigned the Single

Manager functions and responsibilities for all Airlift to the Air

Force, Sealift to the Navy, and Traffic Management to the Army in

1956 (1), there have been propenents for the centralization of these

three functions under one single manager for transportation.

Major General John J. Lane USA, while serving as Commander of the

Military Traffic Management and Terminal Service in 1969, stated that

he believed that “total control of a transportation system should be

vested at one point, rather than splintered, if maximum effectiveness

is to be achieved”, (2) General Lane claimed that he didn’t advocate

that the control be placed onl~, at MTMTS , as opposed to either the

Navy or Air Force as the single manager, but only “that the authority

should be exercised where it can be most effective”.

• ~Throu gh_movement~ of cargo from the point of procurement to a

destination point , utilizing various transportation modes and

42.



eliminating the barriers of separate documentation, single factor

rates, customs and mode coinpatability were the prime advantages cited

by General Lane for centralization of the Defense transportation

agencies,

Advantages of Centralization

• 
- There are both advantages and disavantages to the centralization

of large organizations. The following are the arguments most fr.quently

found in literature, in favor of centralization of the Defense

transportation agencies:

1. Elimination of economically unsound transportation practices fostered

by individual service rivalry in the running of their individual

agencies.

2, Elimination of competition between MAC and commercial airlines in

the carriage of Defense cargo. Proponents of centralization claim

that a single agency should be assigning the cargo to either commercial

or MAC airoraft, in accordance with established policy, and that MAC

activity should be confined to flying their aircraft as directed.

3. Elimination of similar conflicts of interests between the Military

Sealif’t Command and commercial operators. MSC is claimed to be

interested in keeping its nucleus ships fully employed, to justify

their existance, when it might be in th. national interest to be

assigning more carpo t.o the economically depressed commercial fleet.

(Note: It was discussed earlier that it is not a rol. of th. nucleus

• fleet to compete with the shipping industry, but to be capable of

providing instant mobility in event of war,)

It -
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LI . More efficient freight and passenger trinsportation service for

• the Armed Services from commercial transportation companies due to

single managership and control.

• 5. Eliminati on of duplication of effort between and among Military

departments.

6. netter potential for arranging ~through_servicesI~, This would

allow a single agency t~o arrange various transportation mode com-

binations as well as negotiate for direct service between inland points

in IT .S. and off—shore points in foreign countries, as well as in U.S.

territories and possessions.

7, Greater recognition of traffic management as an important and

necessary tool of supply management and logistical support. With the

present scatter—shot operations, field commanders in overseas areas are

inproper~y orientat~d as to the necessity of integrating traffic

management considerations into their logistics systems.

~~
. TYtrect support of world-wide logistics missions of the military

services.

Tflsadvanta~es of Centra1i~ation

T~v~y though most peopl~ will agree that increased efficiency and

ciemination of waste in the Department of Defense are of prime im-

portance , the~’e in no way of knowing that these ends can or would be

accomplished by 1’ur th er  centrali~..it.ion. There are several major dis—

• advantages to  centralization , however , which will now be discussed:

1. Removal of flnc ’ist on ~-~~‘ing Authority From t-he Level of ~~pert ise

Since l’~-Y~, the ~av through its ’ Mil itary Sealift Command , and
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the Air t’orce throu~’h the ~fil1 tnry Ai rlift Command , have been the

• 

- single managers for sealift and airlift respectively. During this

time frame the inherent familiarity of these respective ser.vices with

the mediums of sea and air, have been added to a great deal of techni—

cal knowledge acquired through dealings with their respective commercial

counterparts. There has been, in effect, a twenty year learning

process which is Just now reaching fruiti on. Both MSC and MAC are

currently in possession of the high level of expertise required to 
- 

-

deal economically with the commercial industries, with which they are

associated , and have finally reached a high level of rapport with their

civilian counterparts. To remove decision making authority from these

agencies at thi s time , to place it at a higher level in DOD, would re-

move the decision making authority from the level where the expertise

pres~rtly exists, and require the commencement of a new learning process

at a much higher level, where the si gnificance of technical details

might be overlooked.

2. Larger Organizations are Often the Cause of More, not Less Waste

Many major civilian corporations have learned by experience that

centralizati on often result s in sign ificantly more waste than existed

prior to centralization, (3) Large organizations are bulky and often

unwieldy to manage.

The sheer n iass  ~f’ data which rmst. b~ collect-eli , processed and

evaluated , as well the re~intrements for additional pape r work and

reports , actually results in an increase in the number of personnel

required for administration of the system, providing an example of the

_ _ _ _-- -~~ ~~- - — —~~-- -~~-rn -- — -~~ —•---- —- -
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law of demiriishing returns.

• 

- 

3. Decisions Can he Made Quicker in Smaller Organizations

Centralization, with its added layers of bureaucracy, inherently

- - 
- 

- delays the making of decisions, This loss of decision making speed

is often financially costly in the business world, but could be far

more costly for the nation in areas which effect readiness for war or

preparation for mobilization,

4. The eTunnel Vision” of Larger Organizations

Larger centralized organizations, with their resulting lower level

of expertise in any particular area, may tend to make decisions based

on economy or efficiency factors alone , and may overlook the side

effects of these decisions on readiness, Acquiring a peace time

transportation capability at lowest cost is not as important, for

example, as the maintenance of a strong and capable commercial trans-

portation system for potential mobilization in event of war. DOD’s

concept of competitive bidding in the acquisition of surface trans-

portation , for example , had the effect of making shipping rates non—

compensatory for some U.S. carriers, and forcing the bankruptcy and

loss of some U.S. shipping companies at a time wh en the condition of

our U .S. commercial fleet was already serious. Had MSC not existed,

conditions could have become significantly worse,

(B) The Dangers of Peacetime Efficiency in a Defense Transportation
System

• in the section on the disadvantages of centralization, mention

was made of the fact that major decisions , based on economy or

efficiency alone, may yield devastating results when dealing in the

46.
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area of defense readiness, The U.S. Merchant Marine is presently in

such a devastated condition. This situation has been brought about

• chiefly by economic considerations. “Fiscal restraints” and/or

“budgetary limitations” have caused, instead of the higher subsidies

recommended in chapter one, a situation in which many government

agencies ship their goods in cheaper foreign bottoms, thus subsidizing

instead, a more rapid demise of the U.S. Merchant Marine. (5) In

addition the Navy, which should be most interested in promoting a

healthy merchant marine , has been allocating as much cargo as possible

to MSC nucleus vessels vice commercial merchant vessels. MSC, in

accordance with DOD directive, is also purchasing sealift space on a

Clowest bidC basis, which often results in “non—compensatory” rates.

The Army, by means of through government bill s of lading is also

• attempting to drive down sealift rates.

These acts of peacetime efficiency have , in part , been the cause

of the present dangerous condition of our merchant fleet , as was

described in earlier chapters.

Perusal of a bibliography of defense transportation studies and

research papers will reveal hundreds of detailed cost—effectiveness

~turli.uis, by the Rand corporation and many other agencies, to determine

optimum economic mixes of defense cargo for both air and/or sealift.

In other words , vast stud ies , concerned with saving pennies , are being

conducted whi le  en essenti al industry withers  before our eyes,

(C) Inter—Service Rivalry and Desire for a Greater Role

Thiring the Author ’s recent transport ation associated tour in

47.
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Viet Nain , many examples of inter—service rivalry and desire for a

“greater role” were observed. The resultant conflicts between Arm y

terminal authorities arid the Navy’s MSC personnel almost always resulted

-
• in less th an optimum performance.

Desire for a Greater Role

Since the Army did not have the personnel or assets to completely

fulfill their terminal operation role in Viet Nant , the Navy took over

this role in I Corp, and supplemented Army capabilities in II, III,

and IV corps , taking over the shallow draft , intra—theater terminal

operations in those areas. The Navy accompli shed this shallow draft

terminal, operation mission by contracting an American civilian firm,

Alaska Barge and Transport Corporation, to accomplish this work on

terms th at proved to be very lucrative for AB&T , and extremely expensive

for the U.S. Government. As conditions in Viet Nani stabilized , the

Army desired return of their terminal operator role, which would then

also he performed for them by civilian contractor personnel, The Navy

resisted giving up this mission and even refused to supply cost and

capability data to Army authorities. The author was specifically

ordered not to supply such data if and when , it was requested. The

resulting feud caused an era of bad feeling, during which Army and

l
~Tavy transportation authorities spoke to each other only when necessary.

This type of behavior by senior military officers in a war zone

appeared to he most peculiar to the author.

• Inter-Service_Riv4~y

• In another example, during a period of port congestion, the author
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tried in vain to encourage Army port authorities to berth an anchored

and exoensive time chartered modern cargo liner (charter rate $8000 per

day) in lieu of an antiquated but inexpensive General Agency Agreement

ship completely loaded with cement. There was no existing high

priority for the cement, arid as a matter of fact, it was later allowed

to remain out of door s, in the rain, for several days before it was

again moved . The reason the cement was discharged first , was that

statistics concerned with the port’s monthly performance during that

morning ’s MACV briefings in Saigon , indicated that the total t onnage

of cargo discharged during the current month was behind that of Danang,

a Navy controlled port . The Army port commander , a Colonel , was

immediately ordered by his superiors in Saigon to quickly inoreas. his

monthly tonnage statistics. The Colonel responded by handling only

heavy, and easily disohargabla cargo for the next several days, regard—

less of cost or priorities.

Finally, as a result of research for a thesis on Defense transpor-

tation, two students at the Air Force Institute of Technolo~~
commentedt

“It was found that there was reluctance to discuss

organizational changes ~nd problems pertaining to

DOD transportation functions due to fear of losing

some historical responsibilities that have tradit—

ionally been associated with each of the military

services. Because of this problem, the authors

used personal intervi ews in lieu of mail or

telephone questionnaires.” (6) p
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The above examples are given not to cast aspersions on any

• individuals or organizations; but only to demonstrate that inter—

service rivalry, and desire for a greater role, can have a deter—

mental effect in the area of Defense Transportation.

(D) Personnel Problems

The final detrimental probl em effecting our nation ’s Defense

surface transportation capability, to be addressed in this paper, is

the probl em of personnel mann ing of transport ation billets. No refer-

ences have been utilized f or thi s final section, and the comments of

the author are h~s,d on years of experience in the transportation in—

dustry both as a Merchant ~4arine officer arid as a Naval officer with

both a management arid an MSC back ground. These remarks are based on

both experience ari d intuition, however , many of them are capable of

scientific analysis and verification should the reader care to do so.

The Stigma of a Transportation 13t1let for Line Offi cers

Regardless of the reason, and not attempting to ascertain if it

is indeed justified, there is a stigma for “up—and—coming” line

officers in being assigned to a transportation billet. The best of’

our young Naval officers will do their best to prevent from being

assi gned to such a billet, arid regretfully are oftentimes successful,

The resn’1~ of this “stigma” is that organi zations l i ke  NSC are manned ,

~or the most- pi~rt , wi t-h ner~~~ere or l ess thnn rned~ocre officers,

9heth er it is because they are actually less than average performers,

or hac~nise selecti on hoards believe that this is t.he case, I don’t

know, hut a v~ sit fo any large ~‘SC office or headquarters will reveal

50,
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a far hi gher than average number of “passed—over” off icers attached to

the staff,

Whether the reason for thi s situation rests with the Bureau of

Naval Personnel, for assigning low achievers to these billets, or whether

the officers themselves become low achievers after having been assigned

to such hi lle4 s , T a~ ain don ’t know. But the fact remains, th at MSC

will not he able to do an outstanding jol, until it is assigned its’

fair share of o’it.standinc officers, who are proud to be serving with

the command ,

rta~ Officers

Most fl.~~ of fi~ers , serving in MSC billets, are serving their p

first tour in a transportation billet, Because of the stigma, mentioned

earlier, these rine officers have spent their fruitful careers avoiding

such billets. ~ecause of this sttuat.ton , f lag  off i cers usually spend

a ~oori part of thei r initial M3C tour 1earntng pertinent facts con-

cerning the complicated shipping industry. Then, as they become

pro N cient in the field, they are transferred to other billets where p

they will perheps never have a chance to utilize their newly acquired

knowledge a~ ain.

Transportation Thought of as a Supply ?unction

Transportation manap ’ement in the Navy is for the most part a

Supoly Corps funotioi , and as such is largely avoided or ignored by

line officers, The fact remains, however , that the Military Sealift

Command is commanded by, and predominantly manned by, off icers of the

line. Since s,eli1~t ~~~~‘ so vitally, important to the well-being of

C ‘ I
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the Navy itself , we can not afford to let the Military Sealift

Command become a step—child organization , staffed with resentful

non-volunteers and/or less than mediocre “last tour” officers,

Summary

In the preceding sections, the problems of increasing demands

For centrali~.ation of defense transportation agencies, the dangers - •

of utilizing peacetime efficiency standards in a defense transportation

system, inter—service rivalry, and personnel problems in manning the

Military SeaiU’t Co’wnand , were all discussed at length, Some comments

and conclusions of the aut h or concern ing these problem areas will now

be presented.

A Sng~est.ed Solution to the Centraitsatton Problem

The author does not claim to have an instant solution to the

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ problem , however, it does appear that i

1. I’~SC should he maintained as f-he single manager for sealift. This

er~antzation shr~uld continue to onerate and administer the nucleus

fleet and to purchase space aboard commercial vessels for DOD cargoes

as re uir-mants di ctate. When such space is not available aboard

commercial liners, car~o should be shipped aboard nucleus fleet vessels.

Tf nucl eus fleet vessels are inadequate for the task at hand , bottoms ‘

should he either ~voyage* or etimee chartered from commercial operators.

As a last resort., t h e  “artt iri e Administration should he requested to

re—activat e ra~erve fleet ships under General Agency Agreement with

shi~p%n~ companies.

2. “IC should be maintained as the single manager for Airlift with a

‘
I
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sli ghtly adjusted role, MAC should continue to operate its nucleus

cargo aircraft and to purchase commercia]. airlift for the movement of

defense cargo as requirements dictate. I believe, however, that

-: operation of the MAC terminals at Air Force bases should be placed

under the control o~’ MT!4TS.

• 3. Finally, I think that the role of MTNTS should be expanded to

include terminal operations for sealift and airlift both in CONUS and

in overseas areas. At the present time sealift terminals in CONUS are

being supervised by MThTS, but the overseas commander takes over this

function when the cargo arrives overseas, MAC, on the other hand, is

in charge of terminal operations both in CONUS and overseas. (4)

A larger jointly staffed MThTS organization, in charge of a

world—wide terminal complex, would provide most of the benefits listed

in the section of this paper listing the advantages of centralization,

while still retaining actual. sealift in the hands of the Navy, and

airlift in the hands of the Air Force,

By acquiring control of all military terminal operations, MTMTS

could control the “th~ough movement” of all cargo, and could therefore

eliminate duplication of effort. They would also be in a position to

direct the support of world-wide logistics missions of the military

services,

The sections of this chapter on the dangers of peacetime efficiency

in a defense transportation system, and on inter-service rivalry,

although equally as important as the centralization problem, are

considered to be complete in themselves and require no further con—
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clusions on the part of the author.

In regard to the officer manning problem of the Military Sealift

Command, however, it is the opinion of the author that the Manage—

ment/MSC post—graduate program was a good first step in the right

direction. Most graduates of this program, however, will continue

to resist any more th an their one “pay—back” tour to NBC. A guaranteed

equal promotion opportunity for officers with a transportation manage-

ment sub—speciality, is required to attract fine officers to these

actually challenging billets,

Since the area of surface transportation is vitally important to

the Navy, an effort should be made to vocationally educate all officers

filling MSC billets. A transportation-management school should be

established for line officers, or the Supply Corps Transportation

Management school at Oakland should be expanded to include, as

students, all line officers being assigned to NBC. Those officers

should then be given a transportation management sub—speciality code,

and should re—toured in transportation billets throughout their careers.

The Army has a separate transportation corps, in which many of its

officers and men devote a lifetime of service to mastering all the

technical aspects of transportation. Six months of schooling for the

Navys ’ potential transportation management sub-specialists does not

therefore appear to be unrealistic,
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND_~~~4 CLUSIONS 
- 

-

Admiral Moorer, the nation’s ranking military officer recently

told the Lennon panel some extremely grim facts of life about the

Navy’s own rapidly diminishing sealift capabilitys “In the 10 y.ar

period from 1965 to 19?5, our tankers Will have been reduced from 25

to 10. Our cargo ships from 38 to 29. Our landing and coastal ships

from 27 to 2, while our national defense reserve fleet will be reduced

from 182 to 100.”

“It is plain”, ftdmiral Moorer said,..,, ”we are going to have to

depend upon our Merchant Marine in the event of a large scale national

emergency calling for large movements of forces and supplies in defense

of our security..,.....,.e 
-

“Unfortunately, however,” he add.d “the current status of our

Merchant Marine does not measure up.,...., to our present national

maritime needs which are so clear.”

The distressing facts, quoted above, indicate that the U.S. Navy, •

with its ’ current limited shipbuilding budget, Is now relying on the

assets of the U.S. Merchant Marine to provide an even greater percentage

of the United States sealift capability in the event of a major conflict,

as well as t.o augment present normal peacetime requirements, (NBC

chartered commerci al tank.rs are presently being utilized, on an

experimental basis, to refuel various Navy underway groups.)

This, in f act , amounts to an increase in requirements for our
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merchant marine , at a time when th e industry itsel f is facing several

major problems . The successful solution of these problems may well 
•

determine the actual survival of our merchant marine.

Tn this paper , th e author has striven to explore the major problem

areas currently confronting our nation ’s merchant marine, and to present

his rudimentary solutions to these problems.

In chapter one , the problem of the current decay and shrinkage of

our merchant flect was discussed. Historical data was presented which

revealed that our merchant marine has boon subjected to similar problems

throughout. its’ history, The quickly approaching block obsolesence of

our World War II vintage break—bulk fleet, however, makes this crisis

as serious as any previously encountered.

Several fact •ors contributing to the uresent d~y shrinkage and

decay of our fleet were discussed,

High Labor Cost s

Merchant Marine personnel labor costs, although extremely high when

compared with foreign merchant marines, were not believed to be a major

cause of the fleet’s present condition, since operating differential

subsidies are available t-o shipowners , to defray the additional costs

of American labor, The seaman’s monthly wage of ~534 per month was

not ~onstdered to be exorbitant , when compared wi ~h the wage of other

knterl c~ n 1 nborers. (Si m i  f~ cant overiiine pay I accrued , however, by

a seaman whose shiD is at ~ea over a weekend and , to an even greater

exl
~
,ent, when underway on each of several weekends during a month,)

The diversion of cargo to foreign bottoms during long labor strikes

- e
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has seriously injured our fleet, however, since shippers oftentimes

continue to ship their goods by means of forei gn ships, after the strike 
-

has ended,

Vlags of Convenience

Since most American owned ships that fly “flaps of convience” are

either old and obsolete, or have been constructed and purchased in

forei gn countries, it is not considered that the availability of these

“flags of convenience” is a major cause of the present poor condition

of our fleet, This economic practice is, however, actually believed to

be a result of one of the greatest factors contributing to these

conditions, i.e. ill—advised and/or poorly executed government policy.

Increased Competition from Foreig~~Countrias

The competition of many new maritime nations, as well as the re—

built fleets of Western Surope that had been largely destroyed during

World War II, is definitely a most significant factor in the decrease

of cargo being made available to our merchant marine, and thus to the

shrinkage of our fleet.

U.S. Government Policy

The greatest factor contributing to the present state of the

merchant marine is believed to b~ government policy. Updated and

liberalized operating differential subsidy laws were proposed as a

partial solution to the problem. An expansion of the MSC nucleus fleet,

and the passage of changes to the cargo preference act were also

recommended as r-ossible solutions to the problem. The author also

suggested an up to now heretical idea ,——-the termination of construction

Ii
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r differential subsidies. It was proposed that  less expensive foreign

built shi ps he procured from frien ~ily foreign count ries , and th at these

ships be regi stered and operationally subsidized under the American

flag, - The gold outflow due to their foreign construction would be

more than offset by the gold influx resulting from additional cargo

freight rate revenue, It was pointed out that ample shipping assets on

hand at the commencement of any future conflict will far outweigh the

advantages to he ~iained by continued expensive nursing of our sick

commercial shipbuilding industry.

Less reliance on the i’~ATO shipping pool, in mobilization planning -

by our congressional and military leaders, was also proposed as a

partial remedy for our merchant fleet’s problems.

Lastly, the encouragement of innovation and improvisation by our

naval architects and shi powners was offered as another possible solution

to the fleet s current oroblems, The recent advent of the container ship,

by U.S. shipping companies, has resulted in vast savings in stevedoring

man hours and ship turn around times and has revolutionized the

industry. Further developments in the areas of fully automated engine

rooms , submarine tankers, air—cushioned vehicles, hydrof oils, catainarans

and inexpensive nuclear power, were all suggested as possible future

break—throughs in the industry. Government encouragement and subsidy

of research and develonment in these areas was recommended.

Tn chapter two, the container revolution in surface transportation

- - 
and its ’ associated probl’~ms wore discussed. The fact that many newly—

constructed container ships are not self-sustaining was presented, as

p
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well as the economic factors that have brought about this development,

Since over half the container fleet will be non—self sustaining by as

early as 1973, and since our break—bulk fleet is being rapidly replaced

by these container ships, our national capability to discharge cargo in

undeveloped areas of the world is quickly being lost. Department of

Defense construction and/or procurement of floating gantry cranes, as

well as the subsidy of installed shipboard cranes, were proposed as

possible solutions to this problem.

The greater significance of a container ship loss, due to war action ,

was also commented on. The greater productivity of container ships is

resulting in a smaller fleet. In a smaller fleet the loss of each ship

becomes significantly greater.

The requirement for adequate pre—positioned drayage in a theater

area was also presented as a requirement for container ship operations.

Lack of standardization in container size and hardwar, was also

put forth as one of the greatest problems arising as a result of the

container revolution, It was revealed that seven different contain.r

sizes, and 37 different lifting and tie—down devices are currently be—

ing utilized by the major U.S. container operators. Future advantages

in the area of strategic mobility, that could be gained by the prior

loading of mobilization equipments in containers, will b. lost un1e~~

a standard size container can be specified and procured , well in advance

of any future conflict,

The mis—use of containers was the next problem area dealt with,

The author gave examples of poor container stuffing and utilitatton
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procedures observed during his recent Viet flam tour. These included the

shthciont of absurd commodities in containers, as well as poor cost—

effective container utilization.

In the same vein, over—reliance on containers was the next problem

area pursued. It was pointed out that 40 to 50 percent of all DOD

sponsored cargo is not suitable for shipment in a container. Such items

as aircraft, tanks, tractors, trucks, cranes, ammunition, cement, etc.

are not so suitable, and will require shipment by other means, It is

therefore most import-ant that the U.S. Merchant Marine maintain an

adequate capability for transporting roil on/roil off, heavy lift and

break—bulk cargoes, as well as containers,

The status of the Military Sealift Command nucleus fleet was the

subject of chapter three. It was explained that the decision to

maintain such a fleet was based on the mission of the Military Sealift

Command to “provide an immediate ~eali ft  capabilit y in support of approv-

ed contingency or r~eneral War plans” and “to plan for and be capable of

expansion i.n time of emer&~’ency or war as necessary”. Nucleus fleet

retention is therefore based on maintaining a readiness to carry out

military commitments, and not on an ability to successfully compete with

the private shtpping industry. It should therefore follow that this

fleet he composed of a number and type of ships that would be required

tn a time of emergency, until, the commercial fleet could he effectively

mobilized,

A table listing the MSC nucleus fleet by number of ships of each

time, and thcir ages, indicated that the present nucleus fleet
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composition does not meet these criteria. The dry cargo ships of the

nucleus fleet consist almost entirely of antiquated World War II vintage

ships that are quickly approaching block obsolesence, The number of

these ships is also far below the number required for any significant

degree of readiness for a major mobilization,

The remainder of chapter three dealt with the need for a vigorous

nucleus fleet ship replacement program. Data on each ship type required,

and the suggested numbers of each type ship considered desirable, were

discussed, The author’s recommended conclu sions, in brief , includedi

1. A ship replacement program that does not attempt to duplicate the

already ample capabilities of the U.S. flag commercial container and

super—tanker fleets, The limited resources available should be concen-

trated instead on:

• 2. Smaller ta~ikers drawing less than 32 feet.

3. Addit ional. “very heavy lift” ships.

11., Several, more roll on/roll off ships.

5. Maintainin g a higher state of readiness of our reserve fleet

troopships.

6. The long—time chartering of an adequate number of MSC designed

multi—nurpose ships.

7. The acqu%sit%on of from eight to ten “Lash” or “Sea ~~~~ type

vess~l c l’or the ir .t ra—~heater distribution of cargo.

Chnpte ’ four of t~~ s t h m qt s  considered the role of our merchant

Tna r1”e in  support o4’ a “Strat-,rtc Mobi l ity ” concept. President Nixon ’s

deci aratto ’i , l ’~ ~‘m ~~ on floctrine, that t he  tTni.ted States would continue
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fs to militarily come to the aid of foreign nations being subjected to

either insurgency and/or invasion, when it was in our national interest t
to do so , was interpeted to indicate that the concept -of strategic

mobility is still. both current and extremely important.

The laying u~ of fifteen of our eighteen MSC troop transport ships ,

as well as t - he vast majori ty  of our commercial passenger liners in the

last ten years, will require that we depend on airlift for the movement

of troops during any future conflicts. These airlifted troops must

then he married up with their equipments, in the theater area , before

actual combat operations can begin . This will require , that the

equi pments be either pre—positioned in potential areas of crisis, or

that the material be delivered, by ship, soon after an indi cation of

tossible future hostilities Is deemed to exist.

It was pointed out that  as a result of lessons learned during the

Suez Crisis and f.he Korean War , DOD detennined that proper support of

a strategi c mobility concept would require a mix of ~—5A aircraft, C-14l

aircraft, prepositioned material in both the European and Pacific

theaters , and 30 Fast Deploynent Logistic Ships . Since that decision

wa s made , the programmed aircraft have been procured by the Air Force ,

and some military material has been preposit.ioned in both theater areas~

h u t  the required Fa st Deployment Logistic Shi ps have been cut from the

hud”et by congress. W i t h  the present . decay and shr tuk age  of our

merchant marine , discussed in chapter one , and as a result of the

container revol ution , the subj ect. of chapter two , the United States

today would he hard pressed to speedily deliver the amount and type of

Q.
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flt% earr ’o needed for any major mobilization,

The mission and capabi lities of the proposed FDL ships were next

• discussed, as well as the void in our potential sealift capability,

that the scratching of these ships has created,

The chapter concluded with the author ’s recommendations to the

Special Assist-ant to the Joint chiefs of Staff for Strategic Mobility

(SASM ) on what actions might be taken to improve our sealift posture in

a potential “Strategic Mobility” role. These recommendations included i

(1) Support the construction and procurement of an adequate number of

?15C ’s newly designed multi—purpose ship, as an integral part of a new

and improved MSC nucleus fleet.

(2) Encourage DOD sponsored subsidies for the installation of gantry

cranes on non-self sustaining container ships.

• (3) The acquisition and advanced stuffing of one—way containers with

required mobilization materials. These selectively loaded vans should

be stored in port areas, ready for rapid loading aboard ship, should an

international crisis become imminent ,

(4) The development of tactics for the utilization of the new Lash

and/or Sea ~ee type vessels in an intra—theater cargo delivery role.

(5) Commence the acquisition and storage of equipment needed for

terminal operations in undeveloped areas of the world. Such equipments p

would incl w~es prefahr~cat~ed sections of De Long pter~, an inventory of

floating cranes , roll on/rol l off self beaching lighters and miscellan—

cous harbor craft.

(6) Recommen i the formation o1 a Presidential commission to investigate
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the present capability of the merchant marine to perform its dual

mission of carrying US, commercial cargo, and serving as an auxiliary

to the ?45C fleet,

The final problems surveyed concerning our nation’s sealift cap—

ability, were contained in chapter five. This chapter lumped together

many of the organizational, administrative and personnel problems

affecting the efficiency of the Defense transportation agencies them—

selves, and unlike the previous chapters, was not concerned with ‘either

ships or hardware,

The first such problem to be discussed was “The Centralization

Fad”. In this section, the arguments of the proponents for a centralized

• transportation agency, with overall control of Airlift, Sealift and

Terminal Operations, were considered. Both the advantages and disad—

vantages of centralization were fully examined, and the authors re-

commendations and conclusions listed, These recommendations included,

(1) Retention of single manager control for Sealift by MSC.

(2) Retention of single manager control for Airlift by MAC. This

recommendation included deletion of air terminal control from the

responsibilities of MAC , and would assign this fun ction to MTMTS,

(3)  The author’s final recommendation in this area was concerned with

expansion of MrMTS’s role to include control of world-wide military

— terminal facilities for both airlift and sealift, This mission would

be accomplished by a larger jointly-staffed organization,

- 
- Adoption of these recommendations would retain sealift control by

th. Navy, airlift control by the Air Force, and by means of world—wide

I
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terminal complex, would provide most of the advantages of a centralized

transportation agency. By acquiring control of all military terminal

operations, MTMTS could control the “through—movement” of all cargo, and

could therefore eliminate much of the duplication of effort that pr.sently

exists.

The next organizational problem, to be aired , dealt with the

utilization of peacetime efficiency standards as the sol. valuation ‘in

administering Defense transportation organizations. ~~amp].s w•ri used

to demonstrate that present government regulations and statutes, con-

cerned with economy, were strangling an already sick merchant marine, at

a time when it is in our nat ional interest to promote th. health and

growth of this critical industry, -

Inter—servic, rivalry and , desire for a greater rol. by the individ—

• nal services, were the next problem areas covered. Again exampl.s from

th. authors experi ence in Viet-Nain were utilized to show how such rivalry

and d.sire for role expansion, actually were the cause of a lesser ]ev.l

of performanc. and, at times, gross inefficiency.

Th. manning of surface transportation billet!, in th. Navy ’s

Military Ssalift Command , was the final problem approached in this

paper. It was pointed out that, regardless of the reason, ther. is a

“stigma ” for an *~up_and_cominge line offi cer , in being assigned to a

transportation orient ed billet. The best of our young naval officers

will therefore do their best to prevent from being assigned to such a

billet. Regretfully they are oftentimes sucoeseful, The result of this

“stigma” is that organizations, like MSC, are manned for the mostpart,
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with mediocre or less than mediocre officers. In most MSC offices,

a far hi&’her th an average number of “passed—over officers” can be found

assigned to the staff,  MSC can not be expected to do an outstanding

job unti l it receives its fair share of outstanding off i cers, who are

proud to be serving with the command.

It was also pointed out that the flag officers assigned to command

various MSC organizations have usually, because of their normal career

patterns, never previously served in a transportation billet. By the

time they became familiar with the intricate workings of this complicated

industry, they are usually transferred to  another billet , with little

likelyhood of ever being associated with the t•ransportatton industry

again,

As a possible solution to this officer-manning quality problem,

the author rep-ards the Management/MSC post—graduate study program as

a good first step in the ri ght direction. Most graduates of this

orogram, however, will continue to resist any more than their one

~pay_back~ tour to !‘SC, unless a guaranteed equal. promotion opportunity

for officers with a transportation management sub—specialty code can

be provided. Stnre surface transportation is so vitally important

to the Uavy itself , an effort must be made to vocationally train all

line offi cers being assigned to MSC billets, This could be presently

accompl i shed at. the N~vy~5 Transportation Management School in

Oakland , Line graduates  o f t h i s  ~ix month program should be

given Transport ation Management sub—specialty codes, and immediately

assigned t.o an MSC billet, These officers should also be repeatedly

.-
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retoured in transportation billets during their normal shore rotation

assignments. ~iaranteed equal promotion opportunity, with their non

sub—speci alist contemporaries , would attract a number of high quality

volunteer officers to this program.

The author has a keen appreciation for the fact, that the problems :

investi gated in the previous five chapters , in no way comprise a total

airing of the problems currently facing the merchant marine industry.

Such matters as shipboard personnel manning problems, longshoreman Wages

and work rules, freight rates , and a host of other economic problems

continuously occupy a shipping company president’s mind, As a former

merchant marine officer and steamship company employee, I am very

f~ndliar with the fact that money, profit, and pleasing the stockholders

are the matters of pririe importance to the industry’s management

personnel. Strate~~ c mobility, defense readiness, the impact of the

container revolution on mobilization planning, and even the overall

state of the merchant marine , are vagu e - : ~ncepts to these managers , of

li ttle practical importance.

The five problem areas probed in thi s taper are those th at are

seriously challenging our defense readiness at the present time, We

can not count on civilian industry, with their strictly profit motive ,

e ~i’~1ve them for u~;, These are problems that requ i re imm ediate and

thorough consideration by our hi gh comm andi
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